Development of Personal Aerosol Collector and Spectrometer (PACS):
Part II: Laboratory Experiments for Particle Size Distributions
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Introduction
• People are exposed to a variety of particles with a wide range of sizes.
• Current personal samplers cannot measure real-time exposures to all
particle size ranges simultaneously.
• Need to simultaneously measure particle number, surface area, and
mass concentrations by size and collect particles for subsequent
chemical analysis from 10 nm to 10 µm.

Experiment Protocol

Processed Data

• Generated a three mode aerosol: (1) fresh welding fume for ultrafine mode,
(2) aged welding fume for fine mode, and (3) Arizona dust for coarse mode

SMPS/APS (green line) vs PACS (red line)
(a) Number concentration

• Compared size distributions from PACS (with and without experimentally
adjusted efficiency for diffusion stages) to reference instruments (scanning
mobility particle sizer, SMPS, and aerodynamic particle sizer, APS), using R2
and normalized mean bias (NMB)

NMB = 3%
R2 = 0.98

Objective
• Compare particle number, surface area and mass concentration by
size from 10 nm to 10 μm measured with a new real-time monitor – the
Personal Aerosol Collector and Spectrometer (PACS) – to reference
instruments

(b) Surface area concentration

Methods
PACS hardware

NMB = -23%

• Combines three devices: selector, photometer and water condensation
particle counter (WCPC).

R2 = 0.98

• Detects particle number and mass concentrations after passing
through selector stages.
Transport tube
(0.7 L/min)

PACS

Results

NMB = -13%

Raw Data from PACS

Monitor Screen

(a) CPC measurements

Transport tube conveys
aerosols from breathing zone
to PACS situated in backpack.

(c) Mass concentration

(b) Photometer measurements

R2 = 0.95

(Soldier photo courtesy of JRTC Operations Group Public Affairs)

Schematic view of the design of PACS
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Photometer: used for measuring mass concentration;
WCPC: used for measuring number concentration.

Conclusions

Selector

Computer with WiFi
• Controlling valves
• Running software

Diffusion
stages

(John, 2010)

(a) Apply theoretical
penetration curves

(b) Apply experimentally adjusted
penetration curves

• Size distributions measured with the PACS agree well with reference
instruments
• Use of experimental information on collection efficiency of the diffusion
stages found critical to obtain a good fit
• Future work will investigate a range of different types of aerosols (e.g.,
spherical versus fractal) and combinations of different modes
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